Multiple devices. Singular control.
Savi® 700 Series

With three-way multi-device connectivity, now you can manage PC, mobile and desk phone calls with the most intelligent wireless headset system on the market.
Multiple devices. Singular control. The Savi 700 series is changing the way productivity-focused office professionals communicate. With multi-device connectivity, a newly designed convertible headset, and up to 350 feet of wireless range, now you can easily manage PC, mobile and desk phone calls with the most intelligent wireless headset system on the market.

SUPERIOR CALL MANAGEMENT
- Three-way connectivity lets you easily switch and mix audio between PC, mobile and desk phone calls
- Automatically routes mobile audio to whichever device you pick up - headset or mobile phone
- Easily transfer audio between headset and mobile phone to take calls on-the-road
- UC presence automatically updated when on a PC, mobile or desk phone call
- Energy efficient adaptive power system optimizes for range and talk time
- Conference in up to three additional headsets and guests can continue through multiple calls

SAVI 740 INNOVATIVE DESIGN
- Lightest DECT wireless headset on the market
- Three comfortable, customizable wearing styles
- Hot swappable battery* for unlimited talk time

PREMIUM SOUND QUALITY
- Advanced wideband audio using CAT-iq technology for high definition voice quality
- Noise-canceling microphone reduces background noise interruptions
- Enhanced Digital Signal Processing (DSP) provides more natural voice sounds

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES
- Get unlimited talk time with deluxe charging cradle kit* (includes cradle + battery)

GLOBAL CUSTOMER CARE
Backed by Plantronics industry leading global service and support.
800-544-4660 (US and Canada)
831-458-7700 (outside US)

For more information about the Savi 700 Series, please visit our website at plantronics.com
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OPTIMIZED FOR UNIFIED COMMUNICATION

Connects to
PC + mobile + desk phone

Ideal for
Professionals who use a mix of PC, mobile and desk phone communications while in the office for conference calls, webinars, video conferencing and listening to multimedia

Talk time
Up to 5 hours (W740)*
Up to 6 hours (W730)
Up to 9 hours (W710, W720)

Digital encryption
64-bit

Headset weight
Convertible - 21 grams, Over-the-ear - 25 grams, Over-the-head monaural - 72 grams, Over-the-head binaural - 94 grams

Wireless frequency
DECT 6.0, range up to 350 feet between headset and base; Bluetooth® v2.1 connection between mobile phone and base

Audio performance
PC + desk phone Wideband: up to 6,800 Hz

Hearing protection
SoundGuard® DIGITAL®; protects against sound levels above 118dBA; Anti-startle (detects and eliminates any large sudden increase in signal level); Time-Weighted Average prevents average noise level from exceeding 85dBA

SoundGuard: (W730) protects against sound levels above 118dBA

Limited warranty
1 year

Models
W740 (convertible); W730 (over-the-ear); W720 (over-the-head, binaural); W710 (Over-the-head, monaural); UC Standard version built for UC applications and softphones from Avaya®, Cisco®, IBM®, Skype® and more

*Savi 740 only: unlimited talk time with hot swappable battery (additional battery sold separately)